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INTRODUCTION
01
META SEEKS TO BECOME ONE OF THE 
WORLD’S TOP CRYPTOCURRENCY 
MEME TOKENS

USE CASE:
META is intended to be used as a viable trading currency with 
the added benefit of rewarding holders with one of the most 
established meme coins in cryptocurrency - SHIB.
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INTRODUCTION
01
META INTENDS TO BECOME A 
PART OF INTERNET SUBCULTURE 
THROUGH COMMUNITY SOCIAL 
ENGAGEMENT

Strategy:
The meme economy is a well-documented phenomenon for economic stimulation.

“Even though millions of consumers encounter and share memes on social media 
and firms realize its importance (McCrae 2017), consumer research has not yet 
investigated this phenomenon. We theorize that when encountering a meme, 
consumers infer that the focal content (e.g., grumpy cat) has become viral. This 
perception of virality invokes a sense of FOMO for consumers who do not understand 
the focal content (i.e., fear of missing out; Hayran et al. 2016; Rifkin et al. 2015), which 
leads to an increased intention to consume.” (Kim 897)

By marketing META in the right time and space, META’s intention is to capture the 
essence of meme culture via social networking and organic traffic.

To fund external promotion and any other paid services to help the token, META will 
use a pay-by-donation marketing wallet. By leveraging a large market cap coin in 
SHIB as rewards, META holders will have the option to use these rewards for buying 
back into the META supply or contributing to the META LP, further strengthening the 
token. Given adequate volume, META should benefit all token holders due to its cyclic 
nature.

META intends to become a part of internet subculture through community social 
engagement and fun experiences driven through the website.

Kim, Nicole. The Meme Economy: How Internet Memes Impact Consumption. Labovitz School of 
Business, 2020, https://www.acrwebsite.org/volumes/2661380/volumes/v47/NA-48.
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Verified Contract
Contract verified on BSCscan

Professionally Audited:

Safe Pool 
Liquidity pool locked:

Authorization revoked:

Ownership Transferred

LIQUIDITY LOCKED, OWNERSHIP 
RENOUNCED, PROFESSIONALLY 
AUDITED.  ZERO RISK FOR INVESTORS.

INVESTOR PROTECTION PROTOCOL
02

https://mudra.website/?certificate=yes&type=0&lp=0xe688bf7f89ecfe4cac220fd05c74d9beefcd199c
https://bscscan.com/token/0xe688bf7F89eCfe4cac220fd05c74d9beEFCd199c#balances

Snapshot of LP distribution; Nov 27, 2021

https://bscscan.com/tx/0x40dc59df8234758b1debf71f4ccd477b40dc28eafb0cb00494b439775267ed18

https://bscscan.com/tx/0xac3e1c068577f2ee255ff0839d3a59b221d8a2b619b8cf2ff8b40ac530be1018

https://bscscan.com/address/0x26165a5a3dd21fa528becf3ff7f114d00a517344#code

https://github.com/TechRate/Smart-Contract-Audits/blob/main/November/META.pdf

https://www.certik.com/projects/meta-bsc

LOCKED

Burned

PASSED (Perfect Score)

Onboarding
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Tax on every exchange-swap buy to 
fund SHIB rewards pool 

Tax on every exchange-swap sale to 
fund SHIB rewards pool 

Every transaction is taxed 2% to fund 
liquidity

TOKENOMICS
03
META REWARDS ITS HOLDERS 
WITH SHIB

META rewards holders with SHIB reflections. META 
token has 100% of its supply put into the PancakeSwap 
exchange. Every exchange-swap buy is taxed 10% to 
fund the SHIB rewards pool. Every exchange-swap 
sale is taxed 15% to fund the SHIB rewards pool. Every 
transaction is taxed 2% to fund liquidity.

Periodically, SHIB rewards will be distributed to holders. 
For a detailed breakdown on these distributions, see 
section 04- Dividend Distribution.

To help mitigate monopoly ownership of the supply, 
wallet and sell limits have been put in place.
• No wallet may hold over 3% of the supply
• No more than 1% of the supply can be bought or sold 

in a single transaction.

10%
15%
2%
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DISTRIBUTION MECHANICS
04
BREAKDOWN OF DISTRIBUTION 

META distributes rewards to shareholders through a separate dividend distribution 
contract. A Shareholder is defined as any wallet holding META. The amount of shares 
any one wallet has is calculated as 1:1 with the amount of META tokens held by that 
wallet. Therefore, 1 META Token is equivalent to 1 share.

Each share is allotted the same percentage of the dividend pool. In traditional stock 
markets, a dividend is a distribution of profits by a corporation to its shareholders. 
META uses this nomenclature in the same fashion for rewarding holders with SHIB. A 
total dividend’s value is calculated by using a running total of dividends per share.

The dividends pool increases when a deposit is made into the dividend distributor. 
Deposits are made into the dividend distributor through a swap back.

A swap back is triggered when a transfer is made and the balance of the contract 
is above the swap threshold. The contract is funded to meet the swap threshold by 
taking fees on transfers. These fees are listed as the taxes in the Tokenomics section.

When a deposit is made, the amount of reward tokens (SHIB) held inside the dividend 
distributor are multiplied by a dividends-per-share accuracy factor and divided by 
the total shares.

Total shares are calculated as the total amount of tokens owned by unique wallets 
through transfers inside the META contract.

META Contract: 0x26165a5a3dd21fa528becf3ff7f114d00a517344

SHIB Contract: 0x2859e4544C4bB03966803b044A93563Bd2D0DD4D

Dividend Distributor: 0x9c5cc6560fb4d728043b50ef1e0ed627e86e489f
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REWARD PAYOUTS
05
WHEN DO YOU RECEIVE 
REWARDS?

META holders enter a queue to receive rewards. Every half hour, the contract will 
distribute rewards to as many holders as gas allows.   META’s token distribution 
allocation for gas is 500000 wei.

The dividend distributor iterates through every token holder.  As it iterates through 
each holder, that holder will receive their allotted dividends as described in the 
previous section.  The distributor will continue to send rewards until it can no longer 
afford the gas fee to do so.  Once this happens, the distributor will store its current 
position in the queue.  The next time the distributor starts, it will begin from the last 
stored position in the queue.  You can also think of the queue as a lineup.  Every holder 
of META gets in line and takes their turn to receive dividends.  After the last person in 
line receives dividends, the whole distribution process starts again from the beginning 
of the line.

Outside of the queue, rewards are claimed for a holder when that holder makes
a transfer on the META contract (i.e. making a swap through pancakeswap). This
“manual” redemption does not effect the order of the queue in anyway. Dividends 
can also be claimed by calling the claimDividend function on the Dividend Distributor 
contract.
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At META, we realise that a strong community is one of 
the most vital components of any successful project. A 
strong community helps:
• Push exposure of the project
• Guide potential investors to feel comfortable to enter 

the project
• Community members to feel at home and valued 

within the project 
• Create a happy space, for likeminded people, to be 

a part of something special. 

At META we always look for ways to GIVE BACK to our 
incredible community. We will do various giveaways 
and provide other incentives for community members 
to get involved in growing project visibility. 

Raising awareness of the space that has given us and 
our community endless opportunities is paramount 
to the long-term values here at META. We believe it 
should be at the forefront of every project within the 
space to work towards, as it will only lead to greater 
opportunities for everyone involved within the space. 
We all have a part to play.

A FOUNDATION BUILT ON 
COMMUNITY AND CORE 
VALUES...

COMMUNITY
06
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We will be partnering with over 10 Influencers promoting 
META on Telegram and Twitter. Throughout our journey, 
our partners will continue updating their audience on 
the successful steps we are taking. The team are now 
building a strategic marketing plan with a professional 
team. The plans moving forward will include social 
media promotion including YouTube, Instagram, 
TikTok. Commercial advertisements on billboards and 
television across the globe are also part of the plan. 

To reach out to a global audience, we aim to be 
partnering with international ambassadors from all 
over Asia. The META team will replicate the original 
successful launch strategy and apply that strategy to a 
larger international crypto audience by partnering with 
international influencers with active channels in the 
crypto, gaming, modeling and lifestyle communities. 
Our influencer partnerships will have the option 
to promote the META token, NFT collections and 
merchandise.

The larger brand of the META project will reach far 
beyond the initial DeFi memecoin community that we 
have started from. The team’s focus since the launch 
of META is about connecting all fans of the Metaverse 
innovation together.

PARTNERSHIPS WITH 
INTERNATIONAL INFLUENCERS

MARKETING /
DEVELOPMENT

07
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HOW WE PLAN TO GET HUGE 
EXPOSURE AND SET US APART AS 
A MEME TOKEN

Phase 1 Launch Phase
-Website Release 
-Roll Out Intense Marketing
-Build A Strong Community
-200 Telegram Members
-Launch On Uniswap
-$500,000 Market Cap
-100 Holders
-$1,000,000 Market Cap
-Update Website With Important Links
-500 Telegram Members

Phase 2 2 Weeks Post Launch
-$2,000,000 Market Cap (After Coin Tracker 
Listings) 
-WhitePaper Update 
-Various Community Giveaways
-YouTube Videos
-More Influencer Posts 
-1000 Telegram Members
-CoinGecko and CoinMarketCap Listings

Phase 3 December 2021
-$5,000,000 Market Cap
-New Roadmap

08
ROADMAP
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For more information about marketing, please ask in 
the official telegram chat:  t.me/meta_token_bsc.

The token is launched on the Binance Smart Chain 
(BSC) network. We are entertaining the possibility of 
an ERC-20 bridge.

To help mitigate monopoly ownership of the supply, 
wallet and sell limits have been put in place. No wallet 
may hold over 3% of the supply, and no more than 
1% of the supply can be bought or sold in a single 
transaction.

WHAT ARE YOUR MARKETING PLANS?

ETH OR BSC?

ANTIBOT

FREQUENTLY 
ASKED QUESTIONS
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TELEGRAM
t.me/meta_token_bsc

TWITTER
@META_Shiba 

This paper is produced for educational and informational purposes only and is not intended to be used as a financial 
promotion. No information, data, or analysis presented are intended to form the basis of any investment decision. 
Nothing in this paper should be construed as an offer or inducement to engage in any form of investing activity.

This paper is not a prospectus, invitation, inducement, or proposal for investment, nor is it meant to be a sale or 
issuance of securities, interests, or assets. The information in this document is provided in good faith. META expressly 
disclaims any and all responsibility, and Recipients expressly waive all claim for any direct or indirect loss or 
damages of any kind (whether foreseeable or not) arising directly or indirectly from (i) reliance on any information 
contained in this document or any information made available in connection with any further inquiries, (ii) any error, 
or inaccuracy in this document, (iii) any action resulting therefrom or (iv) usage or acquisition of products.

This disclaimer applies notwithstanding any default, lack of care or negligence. META reserves the right to amend, 
alter, or correct this document at any time without warning or incurring any duty or liability to any receiver. This 
contract does not attach META, nor does it express any rights, obligations, conditions, performance, covenants, 
promises, or warranties on behalf of META to the recipient, nor does it establish any relationship between META and 
any Recipient or other party.
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